
LETTER WRITING CAMPAIGN
TO STOP APPLICATION PHASE OF WIND TURBINE PROPOSALS FOR LORRAIN VALLEY
LETTER FORMAT

Your Name, Title
Address,
Town, Ontario
Postal Code 

Date

Name of Person, Title
Company or Government Department
Address
City, Ontario
Postal Code

Reference: Proposed “Silver Centre” Wind Turbine Project
Application Phase of LRP, WPD Canada, Silver Centre Project
Application Phase of LRP, EDF EN Canada, Friday Lake Project
(area of concern from list goes here and is underlined)

Dear _______________

I am writing to express my concern about the possibility of Wind Turbines being  considered for Crown 
Land in general and the Lorrain Valley in particular.

I have some serious concerns about this whole business regarding Wind Turbines. For example:
relevant insert here: (use one  idea for each letter/sending as many letters as possible please)     
and so I am writing to say that the Silver Center Project Application by wpd Canada and the Frday Lake 
Project Application by EDF EN Canada, both being sent to the IESO by September 1, 2015 do NOT have 
my support as a member of the community. Insert your status as spends time in the Vally, Land 
owner abutting the proposed projects areas/community member in named town  etc. Here.

If wpd Canada (Germany) or EDF En Canada say they have 75% community support (which wpd tried to do 
in the newspaper here) they are wrong.  I DO NOT support Wind Projects on the Crown Land in Lorrain 
Valley or South Lorrain Township. I am a member of this community and WILL NOT be counted in the 
‘community support’ area of these Applications.

It is extremely upsetting to find out these Projects have been encouraged by the present 
government of Ontario with changes to Environmental Laws, Crown Land Access agreements and 
without ANY consideration to the specialized situations of our Crown Lands; The Ancestral Heritage 
of ALL Ontario Citizens.

Signature.

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR TAKING TIME TO MAIL OUT SOME LETTERS TO THE GOVERNMENT AND AGENCIES; 
WE ALL NEED TO SEND AS MANY LETTERS AS POSSIBLE AND THE ISSUES ARE SET OUT IN THE OTHER 
DOCUMENTS YOU WILL HAVE/RECIEVE IN YOUR KITS! USE YOUR OWN WORDS BY ALL MEANS; THIS IS JUST 
TO GET YOU STARTED!  WE CAN WIN WITH YOUR HELP!!!!

See back for some names, titles and addresses 
and emails; emails are good as well!
Go to the Ontario Government Website or your phonebook for others you may think of!!!

CC:  Send copies to everyone else on the list if you can
Rt. Honorable (name all gov’t Ministers and people/agencies relevant to the issues here.
Always copy the IESO, Kathleen Wynne and Ministers for MNR & MOE on everything. 



ADDRESSEES & EMAIL ADRESSES TO SEND LETTERS (NOTE: Online Letter can be downloaded and 
copied/pasted onto your own emails ) www.protectlorrainvalley.info (Click FormLetters button)

check here for more Government Offices or for your own MPP
http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/members/member_addresses.do?AddType=MIN&locale=en

1. The Rt. Hon. Kathleen Wynne premier@on.ca
Premier of Ontario,
Legislative Building 
Queen's Park 
Toronto ON M7A 1A1

2. Min of Northern Development and Mines ndmminister@ontario.ca
The Honourable Michael Gravel
Sudbury Office

159 Cedar Street
Sudbury, ON
P3E 6A5
Canada

3. Min of Natural Resources and Forestry
The Honourable Bill Mauro
Information Centre
300 Water Street
Peterborough ON K9J 8M5

4. Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
The Honourable Jeff Leal
1 Stone Road, West, Guelph, ON N1G 4Y2

5. Hon Glen R. Murray gmurray.mpp@liberal.ola.org
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
11th Floor, Ferguson Block
77 Wellesley Street West
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2T5

6. Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO)  customer.relations@ieso.ca
1600-120 Adelaide Street West
Toronto, ON M5H 1T1

7. wpd Canada info@wpd-canada.ca
2233 Argentia Road, Suite 102
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 2X7
Phone: 905-813-8400

8. EDF EN Canada http://www.edf-en.ca/contact/
53 Jarvis Street, Suite 300
Toronto, ON M5C 2H2

9. Timiskaming First Nation general.director@atfn.ca
24 Algonquin Ave.
Timiskaming First Nation
Notre-Dame-du-Nord, Québec
J0Z 3B0

http://www.protectlorrainvalley.info/
javascript:linkTo_UnCryptMailto('nbjmup+jogpAxqe.dbobeb/db');
mailto:customer.relations@ieso.ca
mailto:gmurray.mpp@liberal.ola.org
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SUGGESTED TOPICS for LETTER WRITING CAMPAIGN

A.  Letter Disputing the Wind Turbines in general and the wpd Canada Silver Center Project in 
particular (Technical)

1. Based on Wind Velocity and Duration Report and Dispute of Formula used to Extrapolate Data
1. That here isn’t enough wind there and I have already heard of turbines NOT turning down 

south for the same reason: not enough wind.
2. Because I can’t even find the formula they use to figure out the Wind in our Area, which isn’t 

much according to our Airport and the Wind Atlas online for this region.
3. Because I can’t find out how they calculate the effects of Wind in a Forest which, I 

understand, behaves very differently than in fields or in water.
 

2. Based on Electricity Grid Management of Wind Power
1. Because there is no way there would be enough power, often enough, to replace ANY of our 

present systems so it’s not renewable at all, it’s just extremely expensive power.
2. Because the power that is createed by Wind cannot be stored so is often useless 
3. Because the off peak power has the IESO jumping to try to balance the system according to 

their website information which shows their ‘minute by minute’ management.

3. Based on Electricity Overproduction causing IESO to Sell Cheaply or Give Away the Power
1. that will, according to the available price analysis of existing contracts, cost our children 20 

billion dollars over the 20 year contract period the government has already signed for power 
we are often giving away.

2. That the number of Turbines already in use is over 6,000 and is only 4% of our energy use so 
it’s impossible to build enough to replace any of the existing ‘non’ renewables or one section 
of a nuclear reactor. We’d have to build 75,000 or more to have them cover under 50% of our 
electricity needs...at times when there was enough wind blowing.

4. Based on the Impossiblity of Wind Turbines to be Maintained & Repaired in Timely Manner
1. In Southern Ontario I have seen articles about them spraying oil, broken and just frozen.
2. In Europe the Maintenance is so far behind that, from what I saw online, there are Wind 

Farms with half the turbines broken and nobody skilled enough to fix them all.

5. Based on the fact that the materials,  proposed Crown Area destruction and alteration, 
transportation and construction in place of Wind Turbines 
1. Their Carbon Footprint cannot be cancelled out within the 20 year, 30% running lifetime of 

each Turbine.
2. The huge amount of fossil fuel needed to have these things runnong can’t be called 

Renewable or Green. They often need helicopters to fix or replace the huge inverters and 
charge controllers in the nacelles. How can that be called Green or Clean?



B. Letter Disputing the wpd Canada Silver Center Wind Turbine Project on Crown Land 

1. Without Addition of Fire Suppression Equipment

1. Which is expensive yet vital to area residents, insurance rates and property value but when 
wpd  Landowner Liason Kevin.....was asked about Fire Suppression equipment on Crown 
Forests he said he hadn’t thought of it...

2. Which requires Solar Panels to run the Temperature Gauges because the wind isn’t 
dependable enough to monitor it’s own Fire Hazard Status.

3. Which is a Lightning Rod in a Crown Forest with most repairs on turbines in Europe caused by 
lightning and with 32% of forest fires in Ontario caused by lightning to begin with.

2. Without Water Bomber Contract in Place Locally

1. Because we have to have the area around any burning material soaked to prevent forst fire.
2. Because we have to have the Bombers already under contract so they know they’ll get paid.

3. Without Snow Removal Contract for Maintenance Vehicles in Winter

1. Because vehicles can’t get up these roads about half the time so how would they fix those 
giant turbines?

2. Because I saw on TV where they were all on farmland but not in the middle of these Crown 
Forest lands.

4. Without Proper Study of Crown Foresst Reduction causing Carbon Asset Degradation

1. Because cutting down 3 acres of trees for each turbine, cutting in bigger/new access roads 
and linking sites for mainenance means huge losses of trees, which are necessary for a Green 
planet.

2. Because the Crown Land is one of the few remaining areas of continuous, large forested areas 
in North America, 

3. Because half the praries and Albert and BC on fire as I write this and we need to keep these 
healthy Ontario trees in place. It makes no sense to destroy them for something that doesn’t 
even work to go up in the place of the trees.

5. Without Proper Study of Crown Forest Habitat Degradation for Hunters, Fishers and Outdoor 
Enthusiasts;  a Significant Driver of Local and Regional Economy is being put at Risk

1. Since the flicker will make the animals think they are being attacked. There’s university 
proof that animals subjected to the same flicker have lots more stress chemicals in their 
blood samples.

2. Since the noise in a Forest is extremely magnified and all I can find is comparisons to “normal 
traffic noise”, which is an impossible comparison for Crown Land



C. Letter Disputing the  Project in Lorrain Valley in Particular.

1. Due to Historical and Tourism Values Negatively Affected

1. Because people come here for the full on ‘back in time’ aspect of the Valley and the areas 
connecting the Historical Old Mission, the Mine Head Frames, The Old Silver Center Town Site 
and the Crumbling Cabins of the first Europeans to arrive here in the Silver Boom of 1905 are 
linked by dirt roads and Old Forest Vistas that need to remain as is.

2. Because the Quebec & Ontario Lake Temiskaming view would be totally compromised and 
they have lots of visitors from Europe who come for the unspoiled beauty here and they’ll 
lose business, and all their European investments, and all the people that come here from 
Quebec for our Tours and Museums. The Panoramic Vision Scape score is vital for tourism.

3. Becuase the Lorrain Valley was the first area settled here and many northern people have 
family that arrived here on the Meteor or cleared stumps and boulders to grow some hay.

4. Beause there has to be a few places on earth where Respect of the beauty trumps the 
addiction to more and more money, the REAL reason for this Turbine Green Grab. It’s not 
Green Energy, it’s the colour of MONEY.

2. Due to the the fact that this Valley is the Birthright of  Grandchildren. We must not destroy it.

3. Due to Tourists and Locals being Denied Timely Access with Only One Road people will just stop 
coming and will try to sell their cottages during the construction and for sure after these things 
are upl It will destroy a beautiful area while figuring out the Wind Turbines don’t work.

4. Due to the intense wilderness land use of locals and tourists alike with World Class Hiking Trails, 
ATV Trails, Snowmobile Trails, Fishing, Hunting, Boating, Dune Buggy & Motocross events, Sailing, 
Camping, Photography and Painting, this area must be left as it is now.



D. Letter Disputing the Project on Crown Land and very recent changes to the long deliberated 
Environmental Protection Act
1. Allowed to kill certain numbers of endangered and protected birds and an email is posted on the 

www.protectlorrainvalley.info website from a wpd employee saying that the eagles must be 
finding their way past the turbines because there are less on the ground when it is more likely 
there are now less in the air to kill; with only 57 known nest sites and only 2 right by the 
turbines. Eagles, like all flesh eaters, have to over a wide area to fledge their young and to feed. 
They are nesting at the back end of the Silver Center project and at the Matabichawan but they 
fly all over the valley and search the fields by Rick & Carol Forbe’s farm for rodents all the time. 
They don’t have a “nest site” they have a feeding AREA. 

2. Allowed to disrupt habitat with explosions and years of digging and messing up the area called 
the TEMISKAMING RIFT VALLEY because of it’s instability

3. Allowed to send the flicker into the forest so all animals and birds think they are being attacked 
and will not breed, or won’t be healthy from all the fear and will move or perish: Cougars, Bear, 
Moose and others.

4. Allowed to knock down migrating birds like ducks, which have several migrating ponds identified 
by years of study and who fly right over the ridge in question every year, along with the Canada 
Geese, the Sand Hill Cranes and lots of other birds who flock to fly south. There are already less 
and less returming each year and this project will give them NO respite up here. It is extremely 
irresponsible to pretend otherwise.

5. Allowed to ignore area endangered and protected plants because the ‘botanist’ hired by wpd 
canada and present at the Cobalt Community Meeting said there were only a couple of protected 
plants and I know for sure there are lots more than on their list.

6. Allowed to ignore wetlands as if the ridge in question exists in a vaccuum when, in fact, it is 
connected to all the other areas and animals and birds and water and plants and cannot be 
considered some ‘cells’ on a map.

7. Allowed to clear cut the ridge top where water is collected allowing it to run away instead of 
being absorbed.

8. Allowed to Clear Cut~ Well known Bad Idea. Climate change is showing up in this area as higher 
summer temperatures, more intense rainfall, that is more apt to run off, higher temperatures 
and, therefore, greater erosion, less seeping in of water into aquafer and streams and ulitmatelu 
greater risk of fire.

9. Allowed to ignore the American experience which now has them fining (Altemeda Project fined 
$2.5 Million for Bald Eagle and Raptor deaths far in excess of their estimated ‘environmental 
impact”). People should never have changed this law for this one purpose when we have almost 
no Eagles left here.

10. Allowed to ignor the lessons of several generations to create another environmental mess on the 
same scale as that of DDT.  We almost got the Eagles that time, maybe this mess will finish them 
off.

http://www.protectlorrainvalley.info/

